Introduction
Statistical calibration has some similarities with scientific calibration which is the process whereby the scale of a measuring instrument is determined or adjusted on the basis of an informative or calibration experiment but it has a more complicated form .It is a problem of retrospection and some authors call it inverse regression rather than calibration. It is probably best explained by considering a typical univariate calibration problem.
Consider the problem of a chemist wishing to establish a calibration curve to use in measuring the amount of a certain chemical A in samples sent to an analytical Laboratory. There two method of measurement :an exact but expensive and slow method X and a less expensive and quick method Y . The problem is to find a model that relates Y to X so that measuret of X can be predicted from the measuret of Y . The known amounts of chemical A have been determined by an extremely accurate standard method that is slow and expensive ( X ). The resulting data constitutes the calibration experiment and is used to estimate the calibration curve f .This calibration curve is now ready for use in the second stage of the calibration process which involves prediction. In the second stage. Samples with unknown amounts of chemical A are analysed with the test method and the amount of chemical A predicted for each new sample. For a given sample, one or more measurements using the test method may he made   1 In this paper the precision of the prediction of the out come of the standard treatment X from the nonstandard treatment Y , as reflected in the degree of confidence on the predicted value X  is investigated.
The investigation covered different sample sizes, different degrees of linear correlation between X and Y as well as different population variances. Amonte carlo experiment, using a computer programme written by the researcher, is employed.
II.
Theoretical Framework ).The process of generation the population is explained in the next section.
Generation of the Population of (

Y , X
) : The following re followed: However the difference between the two decreases with increase in sample size through slightly.
IV. Conclusions
In this paper the calibration regression has been discussed where the data of variable Y has been generated having the confidence interval and the value of MSE .
The objective was to investigate through a simulation experiment the effect of the degree of linear dependency between Y & X as well as sample size on confidence interval estimation of the forecasted value of X .It is shown that changes on these factors have no significant effect on the degree of confidence.
